First two "HUMAN CENTIPEDES" to have nothing on the third
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Tom Six has a vision, and it concludes with a third HUMAN CENTIPEDE.

Speaking to EW , the now notorious director updated the world on HUMAN CENTIPEDE:
FULL SEQUENCE and where the giant digestive track will go from there.

As far as when audiences can expect the follow-up, which sees the creation of a twelve-person
chain, he says, "It’s going out after the summer. Not many people have seen it. Only the
distributor and the people who worked in post production. They think it’s really crazy. I made
this joke about Part one being MY LITTLE PONY compared to Part two. People at the
distribution company (IFC), at the first screening they had, some people walked away because
they couldn’t handle the things they are seeing. But they absolutely love it."

As far as plot and returning characters, Six reveals only that mad Doctor Heiter (the insane
Dieter Laser) or one of the original Centipede participants will be back.

Beyond FULL SEQUENCE, Six plans to end the series with THE HUMAN CENTIPEDE: FINAL
SEQUENCE explaining, "Three films makes a for HUMAN CENTIPEDE for me. Three can be
the combination. What I want to do is make HUMAN CENTIPEDE III: FINAL SEQUENCE. And
then I don’t want to make any HUMAN CENTIPEDES again. I’ve a terrific idea for it that’s
completely different than one and two again. I think Part three will make Part two look like a
Disney film."
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I ended up feeling like FIRST SEQUENCE just didn't go far enough. Here's hoping Mr. Six will
blow all of our minds with bad taste.

{jcomments on}
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